Tentative List of Indian Language Products

C-DAC, Pune (pujari@cdac.ernet.in)
- GIST card: Add-on card to support Indian Languages on DOS environment.
- GIST Shell: Software alternative of GIST card for DOS applications.
- GIST Terminal: Allow use of Indian scripts in UNIX environment.
- GIST-SDK: It is a software development tool to develop Indian language applications.
- ALP: Multilingual Word Processor for DOS, UNIX & Novell.
- ISM ISFOC Script Manager: Font based Interface to Windows based software.
- ISM Office: It works with Indian Languages in Standard window based applications.
- ISM Publisher: It is suited for Conventional & Web Publishing.
- ISM Soft: It is a version of ISM range, which is designed for Software developers.
- LEAP Office 2000: It is a complete Indian language software for office applications.
- iLEAP: It is an Internet ready Indian language word processor on windows.
- Shaili: It is a collection of decorative designs of traditional Indian origin.
- GIST SDK: Software Development Kit for applications on Windows 95/98/NT.
- Lila Hindi Prabodh / Praveen / Pragya: Hindi Learning Software.
- N-TRANS: It is a software that does translation from & into Indian languages.
- iPlugin: A web tool to enable development of Internet based applications in Hindi and other languages such as text processing, e-mail messaging, chat, scheduler of events, calendar etc.
- LIPS Decoder: Enable to sub-title TV programmes in Hindi and other languages simultaneously in the transmission.
- MOVE: It is a character generator in Hindi and other languages, enables on-line video editing in TV broadcast.
- BIIDS: Enables broadcast of live proceedings with Hindi Character scrolling on the terminals.
- Telepromoter: It is a Newsroom reading facility in TV Broadcast studios in Hindi and other Indian languages.
- DVD Authoring Tool: Enables authoring of popular movies on DVD medium.
- UTRAN: It is a software product that enables transmission from Hindi to Urdu for reading popular Hindi text for Urdu speaking community.

Modular Infotech Ltd., Pune (modular@giaspn01.vsnl.net.in)
- ShriLipi: Font based multilingual package for Windows 3.11/95
- Rupa: Software for advertisements
- Suchika: Data Base utility with transcription facility
- Ankur: Multilingual Word processor for Windows

Sonata Software Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore (Telc: Bangalore 6610330, 6610862, Delhi: 5768749, 5767432)
- Parkash: Fonts based Indian script enabling DTP package for Windows, Macintosh

S C E S Consultants, Mumbai (Telc: 2023240)

Softek Pvt Ltd., New Delhi (delhi.softek@axcess.net.in, softekho@vsnl.com)
- Devbase: Database package like dBASE III+ (Hindi & English)
- Akshar: DOS based Word processor similar to Wordstar
- Akshar for Windows: Devanagari font base package for Windows compatible with MS Word

Soft Research Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore
- ShabadRatna Super: DOS based Word processor
- Vinky: Font base Indian script enabling package for Windows

Summit Data Products Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi (rkapoor@summitindia.com, Djoshi@summitindia.com)
- Indica: Indian script enabling package for DOS & Windows

Aarkay Computer Research Foundation, New Delhi (Aarkay@del2.vsnl.net.in)
- Sulip: Word processor
- SuWindow-2.0: Window based Word processor

Tata IBM Ltd, New Delhi (bpramod@in.ibm.com, dabhijit@in.ibm.com)
- Lotus Notes in Hindi: Bilingual Disk Operating System (DOS)

Vsoft Services Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai (vsoft@bom3.vsnl.net.in, vsoft@vsoftindia.com)
- APC 2.0: Font base Indian script enabling package for Windows
Vedica Software Pvt. Ltd., Kolkata (ranjeet@veddel.ernet.in)
- FACT: Accounting package

NCST, Mumbai (mudur@saathi.ncst.ernet.in)
- VIVIDHA: Hindi word processor.

Abacus Computers Limited, New Delhi (Tel: 6192005)
- Mosaic: Complete DTP package

Indian Computers and Option, Mumbai (Tel: 8205016, 8205267)
- Chitrlekha: Font base Indian script enabling package for Windows

Ankit Information Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi (Tel: 2221551, 2457606)
- Bahubhashi Notepad: Data Entry Package for Windows

Natural Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur (Tel: 362208, 330273, 370417)
- Bank Mitra: Bilingual Word Processor for Windows

Centre for Computer Education, New Delhi (Anjalir@ndf.vsnl.net.in)
- Aao Hindi Paden: Multimedia based Hindi learning package
- Anuvadak: Machine Aided Translation System (English to Hindi)

ER&DCI, Noida (shukla@erdcin.ernet.in)
- Bilingual Address management System: Maintains database of addresses.

National Informatics Centre, New Delhi (ashok@hub.nic.in)
- The hardware and software provided by NIC have capability for working in Hindi and other Indian languages.
- NIC has been developing computerized MIS e.g. Personnel Information System, Office Procedure Automation including diary budget and expenditure monitoring, demand for Grants, Grievances System, Pay Roll etc. These systems are available for implementation in Hindi and are implemented by the respective departments.
- E-mail is also available in Hindi for use.
- Parliament of India Web Site (http://www.parliamentsindia.nic.in) has Verbatim reporting (Bilingual) of Lok Sabha.

Magic Software Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi (vimlendu@magicsw.com)
- Guru: Multimedia based Hindi learning package

Microsoft corporation India Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi (Rajivn@microsoft.com, Swati@microsoft.com, tskrish@microsoft.com)
- Windows 2000: Operating System for Hindi & Tamil fonts with Unicode

Secom Solutions India Pvt. Ltd., Pune (Tel: 671078, 610546)
- Sulipi: Software utility for Page Maker & Corel Draw

Technical Cell, Department of Official Languages, New Delhi (Tel: 4619860, 4617695)
- Lila Hindi Prabodh: Prabodh level Hindi learning software.
- Lila Hindi Praveen: Under development to learn Praveen level Hindi.
- Lila Hindi Pragya: Under development to learn Pragya level Hindi.

Aces Consultants, Thane (Tel: 5340239, 5348702)
- Akruti: Bilingual word processor.

Computer Maintenance Corporation, New Delhi (Tel: 6830087, 6844652)
- Implemented successfully the Passenger Reservation System to enable ticketing and listing in Hindi.

Lipi Data Systems, Mumbai (psinghal@lipidata.com)
- Lipi range of printers is capable of printing in Devnagari.

Transmatic Systems Ltd., Thiruvananthapuram (Tel: 433805)
- Euroline range of printers is capable of printing in Devnagari.

Companies manufacturing Bilingual Computerised Electronic Teleprinters:
- Abacus Computers Ltd., New Delhi
- Hindustan Teleprinters Ltd., Chennai.
- Databyte Equipment Pvt Ltd., Mumbai.
- CMC Ltd., New Delhi.